[Spreading depression in a waking rabbit with the spectral EEG analysis].
It was shown that the manifestation of the SD phenomenon in dynamics of the cortical high-frequency gamma activity is rather prominent after bipolar interpretation of the common reference electrode derivations, i.e. when the modeling of the bipolar signal on the base of monopolar EEG recordings is used. The SD wave was accompanied by significant decrease in the power of the EEG gamma band (37-47 Hz) in all observed cortical areas. A curve of decline of gamma activity power had distinct fore and back fronts, so the time of SD appearance in different cortex areas and it's spread succession could be well determined. In the long-term experiments SD waves were characterized by normal (i.e. successive) spread through the cortex mainly in initial three-four experiments. In the subsequent tests latency of SD waves in different cortex areas changed and disturbance of propagation became obvious. Sometimes SD arose rapidly (due 0.5-2 min) on the whole dorsal neocortical surface, when the standard injection of the KCI was done. In the most of experiments the delay of the SD wave appearance was prolonged till 6-9 min or no SD wave occur at some cortical regions. Week epileptiform activity could conduct abnormalities in the SD. In many instances electrophysiological signs of the cortical excitability changes were absent. However the modified spatial SD characteristic and spontaneous occurrence of the repeated. SD waves indicated the increased functional inhomogeneities of the neighboring cortical areas. So, spectral EEG analysis in awake rabbits made it possible to characterize the SD wave both in case of its normal propagation through the cortex and in unusual forms of this reaction.